
BEER
SOME FIZZY FUN WITH WATER AND HOPS, TRY SOMETHING NEW IF YOU DARE!

PILSNER , PALES & LAGERS
RATTENHUND - CLASSIC PILSNER- Pilsner - 4.3% ABV - Abbotsford, Vic                                14 
The original Rattenhund recipe, taste and flavour that has made it Australia’s #1 Pilsner. Traditionally brewed us-
ing floor malted Bohemian Pilsner Malt, partnered with Saaz and Spalt Select hops. Back-to-Back Australia’s #1 
Pilsner GABS Hottest 100 2022 & 2023

BODRIGGY LAGER  - Lager - 4.2% ABV  - Abbotsford, Vic 12 
Clean, crisp, bright and beautiful Boddo’s latest addition to the core range  Just like a midday movie… clean as 
hell and you want to finish it asap so you can crack into another. 

2 BROTHERS KUNG FOO - Lager - Japanese Rice - 4.6% ABV - Melbourne, Vic 13 
What on Earth were we thinking? We were thinking climate change, extra hot summers and beer gardens. Kung 
Foo is super light and clean in flavour

TSINGTAO  - Lager - 4.5% ABV - 640ml - Tsingtau, China 17 
China’s most famous beer. A cleansing, hoppy European Lager style. A partner for a wide array of Chinese foods.

BRICK LANE NATURAL DRAUGHT - Australian Lager- 4.6% ABV - Dandenong South, Vic 11 
Natural Draught is made with all Aussie hops and malt to create the perfect balance of bitter, easy drinking and 
super refreshing.

CORNELLA HAY BALE - Extra Pale Ale - 4.6% ABV - Cornella, Vic                12 
A nice refreshing can of crisp beer. A reliable beer for a day like this. What a good idea!

JETTY ROAD REFRESHING ALE - Aussie Wheat Ale - 3.5% ABV - Dromana, Vic 11 
Sometimes you just need something to wet the whistle without knocking you down. Something full bodied and 
flavourful minus the one, two punch.   Something mid-strength yet double the fun.

TWØBAYS PALE ALE  - Gluten-Free - 4.5% ABV - Dromana, Victoria 14 
Our Pale Ale is an easy-drinking American hopped beer with subtle, but beautiful citrus aromas. It’s also endorsed 
by Coeliac Australia! 

HAZY , XPA & IPA
VENOM IPA - 6% ABV -Yea, Vic 16 
West Coast is the Best Coast! Chef had an expectation this should be more bitter. I Love it! Support a rural Victo-
rian initiative

DEEDS JUICE TRAIN- New England IPA - 6.5% ABV - Glen Iris, Melbourne               15 
A super juicy IPA that is hazy in appearance with a velvety soft mouthfeel and absolutely bursting with tropical 
hop flavours and aromas

ZYTHOLOGIST TROPICORN - Hazy Pale Ale - 4.3% ABV - Monash University, Victoria                            14 
Brewed by Science! The tropics are the parallels around the Earth at 23.5 degrees latitude north and south of the 
equator. The Greeks used the skies to measure latitude, which is why the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn were 
named after the constellations where the sun was at its highest point in each solstice. This region receives more 
direct sunlight than any other, making it the hottest, wettest and most suitable home to the most delicious fruits in 
the world. With 23.5kg of hops in every batch, this beer is packed with tropical flavours that will take you back to 
a sunny afternoon at the beach. Take it hazy.



SOURS , SAISONS , LAMBICS & GOSE

TEMPLE OKINAWA SOUR - Sour - Other - 4% ABV - Brunswick East, Victoria                                                14
Shikuwasa fruit imported from Okinawa is added during fermentation. A citrus-y, zesty and uplifting beer!

ZYTHOLOGIST RUBIDIUM - Raspberry & Rose Sour - 5.6% ABV - Monash University, Victoria             14 
Brewed by Science. This elemental beer focuses on the rosaceae family, a parent rank to rose, raspberry, logan-
berry, and blackberry. The genus of those berries is rubus, which comes from their characteristic red colour, and the 
inspiration for the name of this beer: Rubidium. We give you this, the first rose of summer.

 
 

RED & DARK ALES & STOUT 

HITACHINO NEST RED RICE ALE - Red Rice Ale - Other - 7% ABV - Tokyo, Japan 17 
Complex sake like flavors with malt sweet notes. Hints of strawberries in the nose and palate. An intriguing mix of 

sake, malt , and bitter notes in the finish

NOGNE O #100 - Hopped Barley Wine - 10% ABV - Abbotsford, Vic 34 
Our 100th batch, brewed for the enjoyment of the brewers, but popular demand forced us to release it commer-
cially. Most enjoyable in a comfortable chair in front of a roaring fire 

BOATROCKER BREWERS & DISTILLERS STOUT - Stout - 6.1% ABV - Braeside, Vic 14 
Our stout gives you a deliciously balanced and hearty ale. A fine ale good for any time of year but ever so satis-
fying when dark and cold outside. 
     ALCOHOL FREE
GWEILO PALE ALE - Pale Ale - 0.3% ABV - Hong Kong, Central & Western Australia Colab 10 
Gweilo Pale ale, but not as you know it. This is a light, citrusy alcohol free pale ale. We use Cascade to create an 
intense tropical fruit aroma. 

HEAPS NORMAL HALF DAY HAZY - IPA- 0.5% ABV - Canberra, ACT 12 
Whether you’ve got a half day off or a half day left, tropical sunshine in a can. Knock-off without the knock-ons. 
Go to your happy place and take the half day off..

FIZZY BITS
FIZZY FUN WITHOUT BORING OLD HOPS!

HARCOURT VALLEY GINGER KID- Hard Ginger Beer / 8% ABV / Harcourt, Victoria 13 
Ginger, ginger and more ginger, yum! 

2023 PIQUETTE - Piquette / 4.7% ABV / Cornella, Victoria 10 
Wine-ish, making use of grape skins from the 2023 vintage. Greco, Fiano, Marsanne, Tempranillo & Shiraz. Crisp, 
refreshing and moreish. The love child of Pet Nat and hard seltzer. 

NAPOLEONE CIDER LOUIS ROSÉ POMME ROUGE- Cider - Rosé / 4.8% ABV / Coldstream, VIC 15 
An apertivo style apple cider perfect for spring and summer days, hand-picked apples from their coldstream 
orchards, cold crushed then pumped over Yarra Valley shiraz skins. .

GIN SELTZER WILD BERRY- Hard Gin Seltzer / 4.5% ABV / Cairns, QLD 14 
Bring on the berries! Wolf Lane Distillery Tropical Gin and Wild Berry Seltzer ticks all the boxes. No added sugar, 
vegan friendly and just absolutely delicious

“Ah beer. The cause of and the solution to all of life’s problems” 
- Homer Simpson


